CIS 212 Spring 2022: What is Cheating?

Please initial the following statements:

1) Sharing code with another student is cheating
2) Sharing code for old assignments with another student is cheating
3) Using previous solutions on the internet is cheating
   a. This, in particular, includes finding code on github
4) Hiring someone to do your code for you is cheating
5) Communicating information during exams (including quizzes) is cheating
6) There may be other types of cheating that aren't listed here. If you think you are in a gray area, then ask!!

What is allowed?:

1) discussing your code with others (highly encouraged)
2) if you are the helper, you may look at the helpee's code
3) BUT: If you are the helpee, you may **not** look at the helper's code

If Prof. Childs believes a student has been involved with cheating, he will refer the case immediately to the Dean of Students. If the Dean of Students concurs that cheating has occurred, then that student will receive an F in the course immediately. Please note that providing help is cheating and a student providing help will also get an F.
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